
Your invitation to a remarkable opportunity

A Profitable Software
Controlled Money Robot

MIDAS SOLID GOLD is Forex trading software

developed over a 3-year period by a cross-

disciplinary team, headed by a very gifted

mathematician. 

MIDAS SOLID GOLD was designed to replace human
interaction within the Forex Market Trading Platform.

To date MIDAS SOLID GOLD has performed in line with
expectations and achieved profits of around 48% in the last
6 months. Using back testing over more than 2.5 years, MIDAS
SOLID GOLD has never closed at a loss. NEVER. 

This was achieved using verified market performance data
and sophisticated algorithms, constantly reacting to market
movements and trading conditions.

THE MSG PERSPECTIVE ON SUCCESS

Whilst every existing investment could be subject to a Black
Swan Event *, 9 out of 10 losses in most trading occur as a
direct result of “human emotion”. “Human error” will almost
always be the deciding factor in any losses made in trades!

No matter how skilled or experienced any trader may be…No
matter how ” expert”… eventually any human being will
inevitably make errors and lose value over time by basing buys
and sells… on ego and emotion. MIDAS SOLID GOLD works
on the premise that all Forex trading based on emotional
states and “hunches”…simply cannot bring long term success.

MIDAS SOLID GOLD operates knowing only that currencies
will go up and will go down. MIDAS SOLID GOLD Buys & Sells
without” involvement”, automatically generating profit by
virtue of stepping outside of the human experience and
remaining in pure mathematics!

Trends are exactly that. And trends cannot be relied upon for
consistent profits.

What is needed is a non-emotional mathematical algorithm
working without the need for human interference.  

Checking buys and sells every 15 seconds; The MIDAS SOLID
GOLD Software Engine has only one function: to make
Profit…Month in and month out. 

A consistent winning strategy is our only goal. 

We truly believe MIDAS SOLID GOLD (MSG) is  THE ANSWER.

* Black Swan Event is a high-impact, hard to predict, and rare
event that is beyond the realm of normal expectations in
history, science, finance and technology.

The Midas Solid Gold Forex Robot does not guarantee
projected profits. The Midas Solid Gold  Forex Robot requires
a minimum capital sum of US$50,000  Midas Solid Gold Forex
Robot is not an investment product.  It is a software product
that you can license to trade forex with an associated hosting
service.

Forex trading is risky and not suitable for all investors.

This software licensing offer is restricted to a small
number of personal contacts, by invitation only.

We have no access to your money. None.


